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PThis is the Final. Report on Tasks 3 and,4 of t1:^e program
f	 " Pho ogeologcal Constraints on Lunar and 1^lanetary Volcanism"
which was performed between Dec. 7, 1978 and Dec. 7, 1979.
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Th`e objectives of the pro_ gram were to develoli an understanding
of the physical mechanit4_„ of thermal erosion by geophysical
fluids.
In Task 3A we atte ►rtited to develop a conceptual under-
standing of thermal erosion. We developed a simple one dimen-
sional model of the process for a substrate with temperaturep	
,,dependent viscosity in which erosion was specified to occur
when the substrate reached a critical value. This model pre
dicted a square root law dependence of erosion on time whereas
i	 common sense considerations indicate a roughly linear relation- s
ship. The model was modified to include a convection term 	 {
yielding the expected linear relationship between erosion and
time.
In Task 3B we explored some simple two dimensional models	 k'
in which the downstream dimension was explicitly included in
^,	 r
the model. All the models examined had simple analytical
1	 solutions and were primarily developed to improve' our under-
li	 s(.,anding of. different aspects of the physics of the thermal
erosion process. in the first 2D model we calculated the
thermal and veloci . t7 fields for a ,steady state flow of a fluid
of temperature, independent viscosity with a constant heat
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influx at the base of the flow. The calculated vel6city has
a parabolic dependence on depth. However, the temperature
depends linearly on downstream distance with both quartic
and quadratic components in depth dependence. We also ex-
amined the ` conditions for, turbulent and fully developed flown
in the context of this model. it appears that lava erosion
flows may be turbulent or laminar but will almost certainly
be fully developed.
our second simple two dimensional model included an
examination of the effect of a finite yield "stress on flow.
Flowing lava behaves as if it has a finite yield stress forming
:.labs of finite thickness. We showed schematically that thermal
erosion by a Bingham fluid results in initial accretion (de-
position) of material, net erosion will only occur with a
sustained flow. We regard this concept as important to
3 understanding the reasons for lava accretion and erosion ini
geologic settings.
In a final 2D model we attempted to account in a purely
phenomenological way for the effects of turbulence and mech-
anical erosion in a flow. We adopted criteria for mechanical
„erosion related to the basal stress and we parameterized the
effect of entrained eroded material on fluid properties. A
predicted downstream slope profile was generated for steady
state erosion.
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In Task 4` e extended the earlier work to include labora-
tory simulation'.'!and two dimensional finite element models.
in the laboratory ,simulations with hot wax (Task 4A) we con-
firmed that when a hot fluid crosses an erodible substrate,
accretion occurs initially and erosion will only occur if the
flow is sustained. We also showed that the amount of erosion
is greatest, nearest the source and the crossover point between
net erosion and accretion propagates downstream with time.
The evolution of the cross section of a thermal erosion channel
was also Examined. This work was performed by Jose Helu. ,
In Task 4B, `we developed two dimensional finite element models
to simulate lava erision. This work was initially carried out
by Wm. James Roberts with the assistance of Jose Helu.
However, when Roberts left the Institute in Y,optember of 1979,
the work was continued under the direction of the Principal
Investigator with try-assistance and support of Stephen J.
Keihm.
Model results were generated for lava flows with three
different velocities (10cm/sec, 100cm/sec, and 1000cm/sec)
each lasting for 96.7 hours. Plots were generated at inter-
vals of approximately 20 hours for each model and showed the
propagation of isotherms relative to the original interface
between a lava flow and substrate. Plots of single models
showed how the position of the 600 °C isotherm varied kith time
in a given model and contrasted the loci of'the 600 0C isotherm
at the end of each of the three experiments.
iv
In general as the velocity of the flow was increased
the isotherms propagated more rapidly into the substrate which
equates with more rapid erosion. Propagation is most rapid
r
near the source of fluid. A logical next phase in these
modelling efforts is to generate an explicit description for
removal of material which could be ^pmpared with the experimental
results but the best method for do g this is by no means
iE
clear.
Data and concepts presented in this report are being in-
cluded in an article on thermal erosion of martian channels 	 x
which is in preparation and will be submitted to Icarus.
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TASK 3; THEORETICAL MODELLING STUDY OF LAVA EROSION
The uss of several simple theoretical modelling approaches
in simulating lava erosion were evaluated under this task.
F
At the outset, when we planned this program, we perceived
that a one dimensional model, with properties invariant in
is
the downstream direction, was not suited to modelling a pro-
cess with inherent variations in the direction of flow.
M
C	 However, such an approach had been taken by previous workers
M
and we decided to try it in order to establish a link with
i
previous work. The one dimensional studies turned out to be
limited in scope; we have also examined some highly simpli-
fied two dimensional models as a part of this task. There
sults of these investigations are summarized below.
A.	 Simple One Dimensional Model
i
s
In the treatment of lava erosion given by Carr 1974, the
complex intertwined relationships.of the thermal and 'velocity
z
fields in the downstream dimensions are ignored. The lava
2t
erosion problem reduces to a simple problem of thermal'dif-
fusion. The problem was examined for a channel with an
initially rectangular cross-section.
Carr originally treated the lava erosion process in terms
r,
of a yield stress. When the substrate is heated to the yield
temperature the material of the channel walls immediately
participates in the flow. The thermal burden placed on the
flow by eroded material was not assessed, neither was the
rate at which material could be assimilated and mixed.
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Both of these effects are very difficult to model using the
yield stress formulation. For this reason, we first looked
at a one dimensional erosion model in which substrate changes	 is
from solid to liquid over a range of temperatures and not
t
at a single yield point.
1) Simple one dimensional numerical modelling_- temperature
dependent viscosity - conduction only
r
This model was originally developed as part of a pre-
I posal pilot study. The model is described in detail in
APP cndix	 3.1 and the results illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
The depth of erosion, was (somewhatarbitrarily) defined
as the depth at which the substrate velocity falls below
!	 some critical value. This curious definition is needed be-1
r	 cause the semi-infinite character of the boundary conditions
3
permits no net removal or addition of substrate material.
The model probably overestimates the time needed to
remove ote meter of substrate as it incorporates no mechanism
for bringing fresh hot lava into contact with the substrate.
4
The amount of erosion is proportional to the square root
of time over a broad range of times and lava temperatures.
This behavior is to be expected from the constraints of the
model as described above but is not expected for real world
lava erosion which is likely to more closely approach a linear
law. Downstream variation in erosion and accretion is not
part of the' model. Finally, we did not include the temperature
dependence of rock::t;onductivity (.Appendix 3.21,
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Fig. 3.1 Results of simpli^  temperature dependent viscosity
model of lava erosion.
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52,) Simple one-dimensional numerical modellirig - temperature
(F	 dependent viscosity - conduction and convection
Some of the deficiencies of the "one-dimensional-conduction-
only" model can be rectified by including a convection term to	 I -I
permit faster transfer of heat than allowed by conduction alone.
We have assumed that material. at all levels above the level with
temp. Tthr , and therefore,: viscosity v c , are mixed in a time
interval tm. " ,'Our specific implementation of th;&s model also allows
the addition of hot lava from upstraam.
A grid of 14 nodes (depths) at which temperature is defined
is set up. Another similar grid is set up "upstream" of it and
filled with hot fluid. At each time step, first the convection
and conduction terms are evaluated and new temperatures are de-
fined, all using only the ma4lln gfid. Next, hot fluid is intro-
duced from the upstream "reservoir" grid, as a function of the
temperature in each main grid element. This simulates in a crude
fashion the viscosity-dependent addition of hot Lava from upstream.
If a node is below T=T thr_, no addition of hot lava takes place.
If a node is above T=Thiv , then the node is completely replaced
by hot lava. For Tthr<T<Thiv , the amount of replacement of
partially melted material with hot lava depends linearly on T
(Fig. 3-2). New main grid temperatures are then defined taking
this into account, and the cycle repeats.
in Fig. 3.3 and 3.4 we show some results calculated with this
model. Because the parameters of hot wax were used in this calculation
the results cannot be directly compared with results shown in
ria_ 3.1. However. the total erosion depends linearlv on time
rt
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Fig. 3.2 The percent replacement by hot lava as a function
of lava temperature for the one dimensional model
with conduction and convection.
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as expected in contrast with the simple conduction model
(Section 3Al), The typical temperature profile using the
hot wax parameters (Fig. 3.4) shows a sharp break in the
temperature gradient at the fluid base.
The methods used above to simulate non-conductive heat
tnansport ' are obviously crude. The mixing model could be
^) 1
improved upon using numerical or parameterized theories of con-
vection but the simulation of advection of heat from upstream
is obviously not capable of rigorous treatment in purely one
dimensional terms. The two dimensional treatment is needed
to accomplish this.
B.	 Simple Two Dimensional Models
1) Simple two dimensional models - laminar flow
Simple models with analytic solutions for the thermal
and velocity fields are sometimes useful for understanding
the physics of a flow process. Such a model has these at -
tributes: the flow is assumed to be in a steady state and
basal heat flow is uniform at all places along the flow.
we also ignore the heat generated by fluid friction and
assume that fluid viscosity is independent of temperature.
The geometry of this model is shown in Fig. 3.5(a).
velocity Field
The Navier Stokes equations describing the flow of mass
and momentum in an incompressible fluid with constant viscosity
are given in Bayley Owen and' Turner :(Eq. 5.15)
10
	2	 2
p (u ax + v ay)
	
Fx+ N (-- + —)	 3.B.1
ax
	
ax	 ay
av X44 , v av)	 F -	 + u t a2  + a2 V) 3.B.2p (u ax	 ay	 y	 ax	
a
where	 p - density
1!
x,,y - positional coordinates
u,v velocities
1
	
	 ,
F a component of body force along
r
x
p = pressure
µ = dynaftic viscosity
Under conditions of steady flow along a plane:
v 0 everywhere	 3.8.3
u u(y) and is therefore independent of x	 3.3.4
ax - 0.everywhere	 3.B.5
au = is independent of x	 3.B6
:;	 ay
a2u	 3.8.7
ax
C
	
	
a2u	 is independent of x	 3.B.8
a
F 	 Ag sink; F  = Pg coso	 3.B.9	
f
Substituting these conditions in CLB.1)'' and (3.B,2). we obtain
F	 ua u__ Pg sin	 3.B.10
x ax
It
t	 Fy 	 pg cos	 3.B.11
Yi
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integrating equation
 (3.B.10) once
(`	 ^k
ay 
Pg 
µin	 y + C 1 	 3.8.12
At y = 01 
8u 
0, therefore C l a 0
	
f	 y
Integrating again
	
j	 u	 211	 (Y02 _ y 2 )	 3.8.14
The mean velocity
Y0
j
	
u dy	 Y l
	
i	
u =	 l
o y dy
U_ sins^ in	 fy0	 '2 	 f
Z — 2 - 0	 1
uy0
	Y
P` sin y0 2	 2	 3.B.15
-- -- 3	 3 U max
Thermal Field
For an incompressible fluid the energy equation for the
flow can be expressed using equation 5.42 (b) of Bayley Owen
	
i	 and Turner as
	^ h
PC 
(u DT + v 'T )	 k(a2T + a2T) + u	 3.B.16
p	 a x
	
ay	
a"	 ${
I
The energy equation shown that convective heat transfer due 	 1'
to fluid motion is balanced by work due to volumetric changes,
r.
the heat conducted through the fluid and viscous dissipation.
It doesn't contain potential energy terms as these are implicit
within the other energy terms.
j
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Under the conditions of steady flow down a plain then
v = 0 everywhere. Other conditions are that the basal heat
°flow (q s') is constant and t is negligible. we adopt a
2further contraint on a solution that = = 0 throughout
x
the flow which is the condition for a steady state fully-
developed flow. Equation (3.)'x;.16) reduces to:
u ax ate
where a= k = thermal diffusivity with boudary conditions:PCP
-k(aT)y y0 = qs
(ay)y=0=0
From the velocity solution equation (3,B.14)
U = P9 sin (YO 2 	y2 ) = C 1 (y0 2 - y2)
We will. look for a solution satisfying (3.B.14, 3.B.17,
3. B. 17
3 . B.18
3.B.19
3. B_.14A
3.B_.18), and 3.B.19
T = T1G (y) + T 2 x
where ^(y = y 0 ) = 0, such that the surface temperature of
the lava equals the temperature of the plane on which it
flows
3.8.20
Evaluating derivatives of (3.8.20)
aT = T aT _ T G1 (Y) 32  = T F11(y)	 3.B.21W	 2 ay	 ].	 3y 1
Substituting in equation (3;8.17)
UT 2 	 aT1G11(y)
T
611(X)	 aT2l	
C l
 (y0 - Y2)	 3.8.22
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Integrating equation ( 34B.22) once:
Gl(Y)	
aT2	 C1 (YO 2Y - Y 3/ 3 ) + D l 	 3.8.23
l
At y 0 (ay) = 0 and, substituting in (16) Dl 0
ay) _ -qs/
R
 and substituting in (3.B.23)At y y0 (
T2 a 
a3 gs
	 3.8.24
a
2R Cl y0
Now integrating ( 3.B.'23) with D1 set to zero.
G(Y) - 7T-C1(y02 2 - 2 + D2 ) 3.B.25
i}
and substituting for T 2 i $,
G (y) _ --
3ags	
(y-2 Y2/ - Y4 + D ) 3.B.26
2k	 0	 .20	 1
12	 2
at_ 0, G(y)
	
O and D 2	 — 24Y and substituting in
equation (13) for T 1 , T2 and G(y)
T	 qs
5	
4	
6	
2 2a	 _
8k	 3 
[
	 YO	
+
y
4_	 12xxu
y	 p	 sinqj 3.8.27
'YO g
The computer program in Appendix 3.3 calculates the velocity-
temperature field using the relationships developed above. x,
The essential features of the model as illustrated by the -	 ;t
model results in Fig. 3.5 (b) and (c) are that basal temperature
ri
decreases linearly with distance in the direction of flow ( this
assumes that heat is being conducted downwards from the fluid). The
variation of temperature with depth involves quadratic and
quartic terms The depth profile of temperature has the same
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shape at all points along the channel because T in equation
is separable in x and y. The model has no direct application
to the lava e^Mosion problem although it does indicate what the
temperature distribution in a fluid coming into contact with
a conducting surface must be in order to bring convective `,and
conductive heat transport into balance.
2)- Simple two dimensional models - conditions s for
turbulent and fully developed _flow
JI	 in the analysis of the simple laminar flow model given
in the last section we did not address whether the laminar flow
r
model is appropriate to flow conditions experienced during
j` thermal erosion and we did not consider the boundary layer
relationships that can big expected when a flow first comet
into contact with a substrate.
s
Laminar vs. Turbulent Flow
According to Carr (1973) the mean flow velocity in a
channel for laminar flow can be related to the hydraulic slope,
channel dimensions, and physical parameters of the fluid as
follows:
pgrh2 sin
V
	
3n	 3.B.28
where g acceleration__ of gravity
sing hydraulic slope
rh hyraulic radius = CSA =wetted perimeter
n viscosity
Y
k,
.,_a...snx..®.....a_..{^..X...... i.....:.a..A r,u.ha....a..^	 3-"...d^.....,. ..+4"'^:m:..i'1. 	 r.•
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This equation is a ,ppll'^:cable when R (Reynolds number) <
1000: for common basaltic layer viscosities of 10 3 to 104
poise the flow doesn ' t get turbulent in channels of hydraulic
radii 10m or so until the velocity reaches about 3m/sec
(Appendix 3.3). Solving for silo in equation 3.8.28.
sin = 3V
P  `h
= 3 x 3 x 10 2 x 103
3x371x106
1.1
	
= 0.060
So the steepness of slope required for the lava to flow is
only about .06 0 . (Carr gets 100 times this. We have not checked
his arithmetic to see if there is an error.) In
his chart for n = 10 3 and r  a 10 3 , Carr shows the transition
occurring at a slope of about 0.50 and at a velocity of about
3 x 10 2 (-3m/sec). However, just at n = 10 4 the turbulent
transition has moved up to a higher velocity and the turbulent
transition doesn't occur until one gets to a slope of 3.440.
Thus in the range of from 10 3 to 104 and forhydraulic radii
of 10 meters or so the onset of turbulence is very sensitive
to the viscosity,;
Entry Length
	
Velocity and Thermal BovndarV Layers
Where a fluid first encounters a surface with a no slip
condition a boundary layer will begin to form. The entry
length (le ) is the distance from this point to that point
18
downstream where the boundary layer thickness has grown to
encompass the entire depth of the fluid.
Entry lengths have been determined by fluid dynamicists
'
	
	 for a number of problems with simple geometry. For examples',,,
for a flow into a tube the hydrodynamic entry length (le) is
given by;
le/ = 0.0575 Rd	 3.B29
d
d is pipe diameter and Rd is Reynolds number based on that
s
diameter.
Rd vd	 3.B.30
For laminar flow, 'Rd is «1000 and flow becomes fully developed
fairly close to the mouth, of the tube4 Analysis have also
been conducted of flows over isothermal plates (Bayley, et al j 1972
which are more relevant to the geometry of the lava erosion
problem.
The entry lengths for thermal and velocity boundary layers
are not identical. The Prandtl number (P) governs the re-
lative thickness of the velocity and thermal boundary layers.
Svc AT
	 3. B. 31
The Prandtl number is solely a function of fluid properties
and can be regarded as the ratio of kinematic viscosity v-
to the thermal diffusivity a- w,'Nere v- = k/ (p w Cp )
P - v^
a00
	
3B.32
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For lava (see Appendix 3.3) the kinematic viscosity is just
a factor of 3 smaller than the viscosity vo w 300 Stokes,
The thermal diffusivity of an Apollo basalt lies between 3 and
7 x 10 -3
 cm2/sec* in the range 100'K to 4000  and as shown
in Appendix 3.4 really does not increase much due to radiation
even at high temperatures. Consequently a good value for the
Prandtl number is:
3
P :.	 10_ _ 2 x 10 5
5x10"
and the ratio of the thickness of the boundary layer is dv/dT
(2 x 10 5 )	 450.
In a situation where the hydrodynamic entry length is of
the order of 10 times the fluid depth, then the flow does not
4
become fully developed thermally until It, reaches a distance of some
5000 times the fluid depth from the source. For a fluid depth
of 10m, this distance is 50km; for 100m depth it is 500km.
Consequently the flows carving long channels will be fully
developed for most of their length unless they were formed
by very deep flows.
3) S;*^ le two dimensional models - effects of a finite
yield stres s (Bingham properties)
Recent research into the behavior of accreting lava flows
conducted by Hulme (1974, 1976) suggests that the flow of Lava 	 r
a
cannot simply be modelled by a viscosity. Here we review
*Carr quotes a value 5 to 10 times higher based on the work
of Murase and McBirney.
za
Hulme's work and its significance to the investigation of
lava erosion.
In an attempt to better account for lava flow dimensions,
Hulme (1974 0 1976) modelled lava: as Bingham.fluids - fluids
which do not flow until thestress exceeds a yield stress
and then flow at a rate determined by the excess of the actual
stress over the yield stress. According to this model a flow
will rapidly spread until it thins to a critical thickness
(TB) at which the stress at the base of the flow equals the
yield stress. Hulme showed that lava effusion rates are normally
too high to permit significant cooling of the interior of the
lava body before the flow comes to rest. Tensional forces in
the more rapidly cooling skin, even without cor,,sidering its
highly fractured character are not sufficient to restrain the
flow. Consequently, a finite yield stress in the lava seems
to be necessary in order to explain the finite thickness of
flows. Even in a very thick Bingham type flow, however there
will be heating and possibly yielding of the substrate rock
at the base of the flow.
If flowing lava has Bingham properties, then many of the
r	 relationships discussed in the, last thr ,o sections require
modification. In addition, it is necessary to take into
account an effect which is not present in the purely viscous
theory. With a Bingham fluid the thickness of material eroded
from the substrate must exceed the critical thickness for
21
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t
e	 Hingham flow (TB ^ before any net erosion can occur. This
affect is illustrated schdmatioully in Fig. 3.6. Depending on
the flow regime, the amount of ,erosion taking place at th,
F. base of the flow will be best represented by either the purely
conductive relationships presented in Section Al or the ad-
`	 vective
	 prelationships resented in Section A2.
t
4) Simple two dimensional models - phenomenological
M	 model of thermo-mechanical erosion
A plastic material is a Hingham material with a finite
yield stress but zero viscosity. consider a flow on a sur-
face of varying slopes. A plastic material comes to equili-
brium on the slope at a rate only determined by inertial forces.
A Bingham .fluid with the same critical shear stress as the
plastic fluid, but with a finite viscosity, will take longer
to reach equilibrium than the purely plastic fluid. However,
it will ultimately reach an identical equilibrium distribution
of flow thickness as the plastic fluid. To evaluate the amount
of thermal erosion by a Bingham fluid we must be concerned
with the finite thickness of the flow after flow has ceased
(Fig. 3.6) as well as the amount of material transported from
the substrate. The plastic model can help us to understand
the effects of yield stress on the slope profile created by
an erosive fluid.
in addition to the contributions to lava erosion by con-
vective and conductive heat transport, we consider the additional
22
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Fig. 3.5 Thermal erosion by a Bingham fluid. Schematic
relationships between amount of erosion and
time for two values of the critical thickness
for Bingham flow., Thermal diffusivity increases
' resulted in a progressive increase in slope of
these cruves' .and net erosion occurring earlier
in time
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mechanical effects that.occ iur when turbulence is present.
in such situations blocks of material can be torn away and
incorporc ed in the flow.
A simple phenomenological approach which is applicable
when turbulence becomes important and which includes the effects
of both mechanical and thermal erosion is examined below. It
depends on two assumptions: 1) that there exist simple functional
relationships between erosion rate and flow parameters. 2)
that solution and mixing of eroded mate'Gi.al takes place on a
time scale that is small compared to the time taken for material
to travel the entire length of the flow. Due to rapid homo-
v3
geniation the temperature of the flow can be taken to be uniform
with depth and dependent only on downstream location; 3) that
viscous forces (forces proportional to velocity shear) and
	
z
inertial forces are negligible within the flow. 'Flow is assumed
to be perfectly plastic and controlled by a critical shear
stress Ty . Perfect plasticity is a_special case of Bingham
plasticity where the plastic viscosity (u p) is zero.
First of all we will establish a relationship between
the rate at which a flowing lava erodes material and the dynamical
parameters of the flow. A very simple model was adopted because
our interest is not so much to demonstrate what will actually
occur in a given flow, but rather what is : energetically possible
for a wide range of properties of the Lava-substrate interaction.
Let us assume a plastic fluid is doing the eroding and that
'	 it is a plana flow (Fig. 3.7) which has a thickness h at any
point defined as follows:
24
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L
Tp = Rg sine h 3.B.33
where
	 Tp = critical basal shear stress for the plastic
fluid
c
p = density of fluid
^
g _ acceleration of gravity
 (1
A	 slope angle
h	 fluid thickness
Let us also assume that the rate of erosion can be expressed
just in terms of the basal shear stress (TB IN Tp) and the
velocity of the fluid
= Ce T Bn	vm _ CeTpn 	 vm 3.8.34
4
where	 , d
= the rate of downcutting of the slope (see Fig. 1)
C 	 = constant
v = velocity
m,n = constants
Downcutting may be caused either by:\-thermal or mechanical
erosion.
Starting with relationships (,3.B.33) and	 (3.8.34),	 one
approach to the lava erosional problem is to take an initial
slope profile and examine how it evolves with time. 	 Another
a	 approach is to solve for the slope profile which recedes but
otherwise remains invariant with time..
	
We will determine that
such a profile does exist and perform the numerical integration,,
y
k
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needed to define its form. However, we do not demonstrate
that this slope profile is a stable profile and the asymptotic
consequence of the erosion of any arbitrary profile.
For uniform slope recession, the rate of downcutting
d can be expressed in terms of this uniform rate of slopet
recession (i C)
P
dt	 sine	 3.B.35
The fractional mass gain 6f by an element of fluid thickness
h and width Ss in the downstream dimension can be expressed as
af = ICIq	 dVrOs 6t (-Pt)s • v(s)h(s)Ss	 3.8.36
For a steady flow the mass flux will increase with s and provided
f << I the mass flux (M(s)) can be expressed as
DI(s) = Ph(s)v(s)
= ph(o)v(o) + f t ds 
	
3.B.37
0 
Os 
For a steady flow the plastic shear stzess (T) will also
increase downstream due to addition of eroded debris to the
flow. Let us assume that a functional relationship between
T p and f exists of the form
p = G(f)	 3.B.38
By integrating equation (3.B.36) T 
p 
can be-expressed in
terms of s.
We shall now look at a set of flow conditions of particular
interest when a small fractional increase inflow mass f pro-
duces a much larger fractional increase in the plastic shear
Stress
p
 in this circumstance we can neglect the increase
i
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in mass ;flux with s and therefore from equations 3.B.37
M(s) - Ph(s)v(s) = constant = Mc 	3.8. 39
Substituting quantities from equations 3.B.35 and 3.B.39 in
' Equation 3.B.35 and integration:
f	 J v^a )	 s7	 s	 ds	 f r 	 sine • p/Mc ds
o
os
a 
r 	
P/Mc f sine ds
o
referring to Fig. 1 we can make a change of variables from
A to H where sine = ag so that
1 s
f = re P /MO f dH ds 	= rC P /Mc H(s) 3.B.400
This simple result can be summarized as follows.
	
Under the
} constant profile constraint for the steady flow condition the
mass fraction of eroded material picked up by the flow can
be simply expressed as a linear function of the elevation
f
change.
We are now in a position to solve for the shape of the
invariant slope profile.
TP = pgh sine 3.B.33
= CeTpnv 3.B.34
F
P= resin9 3.B35
Tp = G (f) 3.B.38
Mc = phv 3.8.39
and	 f = r	 p/M •_H 3.B.40
M
F'
3x
r
I
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We are looking for a relationship between H and sine and so
we should attempt to eliminate the variables 3t' T B , h, f, j
and v using these equations.
A. daEliminate between equations 3.B.34 and 3.B.35
i
rc sine = Ce Tpn vm 3.8.41 f
B. Substitute for v in Eq. 3.8.41
.
sing n	
c
c Ce TP
( 14
ph^m 3. B. 42
C. Substitute for TB in Eq. 3.B.42
1,f
rc sine = Ce (pgh sin4)n ( 14 3.B.43
D. Eliminate TP from 3.B.33 and 3.B.38
pgh sine = G(f) 3. B.44
E. Substitute h from 3.B.44 in 3.B.33
rc sine
M,r	 m	 G (f)
- Ce (pg sine) n n-m(P9^\ P /
	
s H) 3.B.45
Rearranging:
r	 sine = Ce (a4 sinG m 
	
n-m
r  sine = C  (gM) m (G (f)) n-m sin 110
	
m-1	 r 	 m-n
sinm-19
	 (G(£)
Ce (gm) m
C Finally:1
,.
 m-n M=-
	
Ce (gM)
sine...=
	
rc m
	
^ (G (r^	 P /Mc	 H) ^
	
.F (H)	 3. B. 45
t
9
i
1
9
i
r
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G,
In the He K coordinate system we can now express dH/dK
in terms of H and A.
dH tang min-,of- 	,(H)
i'(1-sine)	 (1-F (
1a
Thus	 K	
KdK	
FI(1-F(H))
	 dH	 3.B.47O
The integral in Eq. 1-B. can be evaluated once 'we specify
G(f) explicitly. One form that approximates the properties,
of lava is:
^t
C(f) _ T  o f/fo	 3.B.48
Substituting in (3.B. 46)
F (H) =	 rc m	 rfom-n	a m
	
(rc p /M''H) m-	 3.B.49C  (gMC)	 -
(Po eH/Ho)
 
1/m-1
Where	 Po =	
rc 
m 
T	 -n
	 3.B.50
Ce (gM)	 P
l	 m- n
andHo -- fo (rc	p/M)
	
3.B.5I
,.
K can then be calculated using Eq. 3.B.47.
:f
j-(
A program for integrating equation 3.B.47 (Appendix 3.5) r
allows the functional relationship between H and K to be
determined for selected values of B Q, and m. Some results
appear in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9. A more advanced program is in
preparation which allows the calculation to be made iii terms
of the more basic parameters and also calculates the other
parameters of interest TP, f, v, and h as these vary along
the flow.
OS
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i
The ,analytical solution , described above is only practical
with the condition that slope remains invariant. We have
k	 applied numerical techniques to modelling of the evolution
of slope: profiles of arbitrary initial slope. These calcu-
lations were performed as part of Task 4 and are described
in our report on that task which appears in this document.
t
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TASK 4
	
	 LAVA EROSION: LABORATORY
SIMULATION AND TWO DIMENSIONAL
FINITE ELEMENT MODELS
The two aspects of this task were conducted in para,llol
beginning in June 1979 The laboratory wax model experiments
were very limited in scope and were concluded by the middle
of August 1979. Development of the two dimensional finite
element codes for modelling thermal lava erosion continued
up to the end of the contract period.
A. Wax Model Experiments
Beginning in June 1979 we performed a series of experi-
ments simulating lava erosion by physical modelling methods.
Prof, Jay Melosh, at that time of Caltech, permitted us to
use :laboratory facilities aet up for conducting physical
simulations of ocean floor spreading using hot way,, We al-
located some discretionary funding for•equpment to investigate the
feasibility of simulating lava erosion using hot wax. Mr. Jose Hel.t
Prof. Melosh's former research ass istant in the valtech physical
modelling experiments,, assisted us with these wax model ex-
periments. The results of these experiments exceeded our ex-
pectations and proved to be a valuable guide to omr theoretical
modelling efforts.
1-. Experimental Approach
To simulate erosion of rock by a flow of molten lava we
E
pumped hot wax into a channel of rectangular cross sections
which had been formed in a wax substrate.. The experimental
F	 set up is shown in Fig. 4.1 (a) (b). it includes a thexmomix
11u'_ 'eft: `. r^
v3s
^^^r Tom.. ^^^^•
A,
glocX	 Ito 1 ten
W aX	 E— wax
hermomix	 /
Pump
Return	 ^._ &
Conduit.-4\	 Heater
for wax
Wax
Reservoir
(b)
Figure 4.1
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r,
heater to heat the wax to a uniform temperature, a pump to
supply the fluid at a uniform rate ., a wax casting with a channel
of rectangular cross section, and a pump for collecting wax
reaching the end of the charnel. Two experiments have been
conducted so far using polythylene glycol (Carbowax 4000) for
the fluid and substrate.
2. Results
Photographs of the wax casting after one experiment are
shown in Fig. 4.1(c).	 in this experiment, material
was eroded along the entire length of the channel.. At the
inlet the hot wax dropped onto the channel floor and this
resulted in the format,ii,'*n of a depression; at the outlet hot
wax cascaded over the edge of the channel and eroded headward.	 1
An interesting feature of the erosion process is evident
in the channel cross sections (Fig. 4.1(d)). There has been
significant removal of material by lateral erosion except-
near the surface of the flow where hot wax has solidi 4.ied and
accreted creating a significant overhang. This behavior was
not suggested directly by the theoretical modelling efforts
of Carr (1974). However, the forms of the isotherms developed ii
when a hot fluid occupies a cavity of rectangular cross section i^
(Carr, 1974) suggest that thermal erosion will develop more
rapidly below the surface of a flow, than right at the surface,
4
so in retrospect, the results of the hot wax erosion experi-
anent are not surprising.	 a
i
1
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i
The depth of the channel before and after the experiment
was measured with a digitizer and the total erosion at the
channel center was calculated and plotted for one of the ex-
perimental runs (Fig. 4.2).
	
The large amount bf erosion
near the channel source was a consequence of a 'waterfall'
effect created when the hot wax first spurted on to the sur-
face of the channel. Between 10cm and 35cm the amount of
erosion declines steadily as the hot wax cooling through
transfer of heat to its environment and assimulation of ori-
ignal cool wax from the channel wall and floor. Channel
sections.,were also digitized illustrating the variation of
erosion and accretion as a function of depth and are displayed
in Fig. 4.3).,
In Table 4.1 we have summari--ed the effects of thermal
erosion by the hot fluid wax on the wax substrate. A,signi-
ficant parameter is the transport and erosion efficiency,
i.e., the proportion of material that flows out of the channel
that is derived by erosion of the'substrate. It is most con-
veniently expressed as the ratio of the volume of material
eroded to the volume of material which flowed in the channel.
Material removed due to 'headward retreat at the channel out-
let was excluded from this estimate:
t:	 The relevance of hot wax simulations to the behavior
of lava flows has been considered by Hodgson (1969) (Appendix
4.1) and at a'workshop held at the Los Alamos Scientific Lab-
oratory (Widdicombe I :end McGetchin, 1976). The emphasis was
UW	
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a
on the emplacement and mechanics of a flow of lava and not
on the erosion of a substrate (substrates which did not melt
were used), however, the similitude arguments developed (see
Appendix 4.1) are still pertinent here. Thus, the approach of
using scaling relationships to describe the results in lab-
oratory experiments should also work with the erosion problem.
The wax we used (Carbowax 4000) was the same that was used in
experiments for the lava experiment at Los Alamos. It melts
to a clear liquid at 55 0C, forming a non-Newtonian fluid.
Many of the similitude numbers match those for lava (see Ap-
pendix 4.1); moreover it does form analogs of lava flow features
such as natural Levees, lava tubes, and pahoehoe surface
textures.
3. Further Investigations
Laboratory experiments with hot wax provide a powerful
tool for developing qualitative and quantitative understanding
of the mechanism of thermal erosion at , a geological scale.
such experiments can be used to validate numerical methods
for calculating lava erosion; study thermomechanical erosion
in circumstances which are not practical with numerical methods,
e.g., pulsed flows, channels of varying cross sections,
sinuous channels, and study the formation of morphological
and structural features of the lava erosion regime.
42
Specific goals of future investigations with hot wax 11`
models might be
1) To validate the numerical codes for thermal, erosion
developed for slab flow and channel flow as de-
scribed in Task 4B us ing laboratory experiments
with flows of hot wax.
2) To examine the transition from erosional to de-
positional conditions using the physical modelling
approach.
3) To investigate how the efficiency of erosion de-
pends on such parameters as temperature, viscosity
and flow rate.
4) To examine the effect of pulsed or intermittent
flow on erosion rates in a channel.
5) To examine channel cross section and profile de-
velopment under a variety of flow conditions.
6) To examine flow in sinuous channels.
7) To apply the validated theoretical codes to the
modelling of large scale thermomechanical erosion
on planetary surfaces and to investigations of the
origin of certain classes of erosional features on
planetary surfaces.
a^
	
	
An improved experimental set up would be needed to achieve
the accuracy and reproducibility needed for meeting these
objectives. Equipment additions would be required for;
43
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1) improving control of the flow rate and temperature
of the fluid wax entering the wax channel,
2) improving monitoring of the temperature of the wax
substrate, and of the fluid wax along the length
of the channel,
3) refining measurement of channel profile and cross
section,
4) making additional molds to permit more experiments
to be run.	 At present, each mold takes several
hours to c000l and this limits the number of ex-
periments,
5) use of channels with varying amounts of sinuosity
in plan,
6) using channels with obstructions and constrictions.
r4	 !
d
f
B.	 Two-Dimensional Finite `Element Models
Our approach to the pro^ilem of modelling thermal
erosion using finite element techniques involved two
'	 stages.	 First, we spent some time developing a basic under-
standing of finite element techniques and the stability
relationships that restrict their applicability.	 Then { we
embarked upon a serious formulation of the lava erosional
problem and developed a series of computer programs of ,E
progressively increasing complexity.
1.	 Modelling Methods
Our initial investigations were designed to gain
familiarity with some commonly used finite difference
algorithms.	 We exercised these algorithms on some simple
thermal problems and compared the observed convergance
properties with those anticipated theoretically.
The vorticity--stream function method was anticipated P,
being used for our numerical investigations of thermal
erosion.	 In this method the momentum equations of Navier
x
Stokes for incompressible flow are cast into the form of
a parabolic vorticity transport equation. 	 This equation must
be solved for the specified boundary conditions and the
solution used as the inhomogeneous term in a Poisson
equation for the stream function.
1•
r
r
1
4s
After solving this elliptic problem for the stream
function by iterative methods, velocities are obtained as
the partial derivatives of the stream Puna-tion with respect
to the spati/*1 coordinates. The vorticity transport
equations are identical in form, with the heat transport
equations and so this approach appears to be attractive
for studying thermal erosion where heat and vorticity
transport are coupled. in a problem where there is no flow,
or where the flow is specified, the solution of the thermal
analog of the advective diffusion equation for vorticity
transport represents a complete solution to the problem of
interest.
Several finite difference schemes were examined for
solution of these equations. The Dufort-Frankel leapfrog
is a single step, three level finite difference method for
solving the advective diffusion equation. This method is
unconditionally stable as there is no limitation on the
value of the diffusion number {d = a._	 This means
Q>C
that the mesh size can be reduced without requiring a much
I`
larger reduction in the size of the time step. The only
stability restriction is the inviscid requirement on the
courant number (C	 aAt)	 of C < 1. We developed a
Ax
computer program to apply the Dufort-Frankel method to a
two-dimensional thermal diffusion problem as described in
R
Appendix 4.2.
x_
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With the experience gained in these exercises we were in
a position to address the specifics of thermal erosion. in this
we benefited from the guidance of Stephen Keihm. Our approach
here was to investigate models of progressively increasing
complexity. The models are described here below; the computer
programs to implement the models are included in ,appendix 4.3.
2. Thermal erosion fora plane laminar constant vis-
cosity flow with a yield temperature.
This model resembles the approach originally formulated
in a one dimensional form by Carr ( 1974) in that when the
substrate temperature reaches or exceeds the yield temperature
the material participates in the flow.
Approach
We first assume the velocity field for a1p ane, lam_ inar,
constant viscosity flown
V (Y) _ ^-- sink (H 2	y2 )	 4.B.1
v
where
	
	
H = flow layer thickness
v = kinemetric viscosity
g gravity accel.
Then, as a first approximation, with the velocity field
given, the problem can be treated from a purely thermal approach.
We have used a Forward Time Centered Space (FTCS) algorithm
to model the conductive heat flow; heat is adverted at the
fluid velocity using a Forward Time Forward Space (FTFS)
algorithm.
n47
x(i)
Fig. 4.4 Geometry for Finite Element Simulation of Thermal
Erosion.
C
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For the rectangular mesh as shown above,
Tn+I a Tn
pcaVOy i,j At 
i,i_ ,
 
Vi-1,j 0 Ay	 PC • Ti-1,j - VijjQYpc - Ti,f
+k Ay ^ Ti-1,3 - Ti, i ^ + kAy ^ Ti+l, 3	 illl
Ax	 Ax
+k	 Ax ( T iIJ+1 
-Ti c ) + kny	 ^i,3 - 1	 Ti ll 	 4.B.2
ny	 Ay
	But Vi_^^j = V 	 V is indepent of longitudinal direction
Tn+l _ T
n	 V
	
i ' i	 i'3 _ a	 (Ti-1, 	 Tip)	 4.5.34t	 Ax
Ek+	 (Ti-1, j	 2T3., j + Ti+1, J)
C
k
+	 (Ti j-1	 2Ti, j + Ti j+1)
where vj V(y) is given above.
Since the velocity field is assumed fixed, the removal
of material from the supporting Wax layer must be evaluated
by a thermal criterion. Two approaches might be used on
limiting cases;
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1. Evaluate the depth of erosion as a function of the
downslope coordinate, x, by fitting the temperature
profile of the wax base to a quadratic function.
The depth of erosion would then be estimated by the
depth to which a 'yielding' temperature, Ty, was
attained. This is a similar approach to the one
dimensional model with conduction and convection
described in Section 3.8.2,, This would correspond
to a lower limit estimate of the erosion since it
does not take into account the gradual removal of
material and resultant new 'contact' of underlying
base material to tie bigh t flowing fluid tempera-
ture.
2. Add a stipulation in the numerical model that as
soon as any base	 reaches the yield temperature,
Ty, it is replaced by the adjacent fluid temperature.
This is a similar approach to the 'modified' one
dimensional model with conduction and convection
described in Section 3.B.2. It is also similar to
the scheme used by Carr (1974) and should represent
an upper limit on the erosion with heat of melting
effects neglected. The amount of erosion is again
calculated by the depth of the yield temperature
in th!e wax base.
}^,+ y y L
it
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Boundary CondI t,ions
.,	 1. Boundary nodes of the wax base radiate to ambient
space as do the surface modes of the wax flow.
2. At the source of the wax flow (x - 0; 0 < y < 'H)
an input ('left to right") .flux corresponding to
the hot wax temperature is used.
3. At the 'spill end' (x - L 0 < y < H), zero con-
ductive flax is assumed.
1
Since the flow velocity is assumed constant, we start
with all nodes for which y <_ H set to the hot wax temperature,
with the wax base ambient throughout.
There is an input at the left of T 1 , and the output
boundary is held at conditions of no heat flow into or out
of the boundary, as is the bottom of the solid wax. The top
surface radiates at CrT 4 , but again, no convective or advective
heat flow into the boundary is permitted. These conditions
are realized by creating a dummy set of values outside the
boundary which are set equal to the values on the inside,
causing no heat flow across the boundary. The QT 4 condition
is dealt with in a separate step. This leaves only the solid-
liquid interface to be dealt with.
In earlier test versions, the interface position was held
fixed--.e. irrespective of the temperature, liquid never
solidified, and solid never melted. This is somewhat equi-
valent to having a thin insulating sheet at the interface,
and though unrealistic, served to test the algorithm.
i
si
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The'present version allows for melting and solidification
in the :following manner:
a) A threshold temperature (T) is defined at whichth
fluid flow will occur.
1
b) Solidification is assumed to begin at the far end,
and erosion is assumed to begin at the near end.
i
C) If a cell which was in the original fluid regime
drops below the threshold, temperature advection is
turned off.	 Further, the heat that would have been
advected into the cell (assuming, of course that the
cell in front of it is still fluid) is advected
straight	 up into the cell directly above it.
d) If a cell which was in the original solid regime
rises above the threshold temperature, the fluid
is 'mixed" with "she fluid directly above it.	 This
is accomplished by advecting a quantity of heat less
than or equal to the amount of
	 heat needed to bring
5
both cells to the same average temperature.
	 I,t is
1
presently set up to mix completely in one second
(100 iterations).
e) The extra heats needed to accomplish this are held
in a separate array and added to the cells (or sub-
tracted from them) at the next iteration.
52
Res ul is
Three runs of the program were performed with identical
parameters excepted for velocity. These runs simulated the
effects of a relatively slow moving lava flow (V = 10cm/sec)
r.^moderately fact flow (V = 100cm/sec). The parameters used
in these runs and the number of iterations performed and plots
generated are shown in Table 4.2.
The immediate output of the program was a listing of
temperature values on a 12x17 grid of points (eq. Fig. 4.5(a)).
More than 200 printouts of this format were generated. in
order to better visualize the results of the experiment a
graphical representation of the same data as isotherms was
generated (eg. Fig. 4.5(b)). by interpolating individual
temperature values from, the printouts. Only a small number
of these plots were generated.
In Fig. 4.6 we show the isotherms for each run at a series
of times into the experiment. The horizontal dashed line in
each plot represents the original interface between the sub-
strate at 200C and the fluid at 1300 00	 The 600 0C isotherm
which is the lowest one plotted provides a useful reference
to indicate both the flow of heat into the substrate and the
progressof erosion of the substrate.
r
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1
in Run 1, the 600°C isotherm progresses by about one cell
into the substrate during the 96.7hr experiment except close
to the source where progress is much more rapid. in Run 2,
the 600 0C isotherm advanced by all sizes into the substrate
during the 96.1 hr experiment at the downstream end and by
larder amounts nearer the source. Tn'contrast with Run 1, the
isotherm maintains a significant slope for the entire length
and is not as sharply curved near the source. In Run 3 the
600 O isotherm advanced by 3^ cell sizes into the substrate
during the 96.1hr experiment at the downstream end.
I
TABLE 4.2	 PARAMETERS FOR TWO DIMENSIONAL
LAVA EROSION SIMULATION
KAPPA 0.04
ROC	 0.25
H = 0.50
LENGTH a 1.0 x 107
G = 980
ANG s 30
RUN VMAX
(=/sec)
NO. or
ITERATIONS
NO. OF
PRINTOUTS
NO. OF
PLOTS
MAX.
TIME
(HRS)
1 10 87 30 5 96.7
2 100 173 173 5 96.1
3 1000 870 30 4 96.7
3
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Material from this re ort is MI-* of n as er whichV	 p	 p p
is currently in preparation on the geology of martian
rille systems. We envisage that future work on this problem
would logically involve a joint expex.imental/theozetical
attack on lava erosion. A proposed follow-on activity
submitted in July 1979 (Appendix 4.4) which would have under-
taken such a project was not recoranended for funding and at
this time we have no plans for continuing investigations
of this problem.
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MODELS OF LAVA EPDSION RELEVANT To
CHANNEL FORMATION ON MARS
by
James A Cutts
Planetary Science institute
283 S. Lake Ave., Suite 218
`	 Pasadena, California 91101
ABSTRACT
^.	 Evidence for the role of lava erasion in the formation of some of the
a
	
	
martian channel, features between western Chryse Planiti.a and Lunae Planum
is presented. Earlier numerical modelling studies of thermal erosion by
lava are reviz.wed and deficiencies in the model, are identified. An alternative
simple one-dimensional model is presented which, rectifies some of the
weaknesses in the earlier model. However, this model also fails to ade-
quately characterize the lava erosional process. The features of more
sophisticated n=erical models which are needed to fully depict thermal
erosion by lava are described. The relevance of these studies to the
turbulent regime which may apply in real-world lava erosion are assessed.
For presentation at the
^a	 PLAMETARY GEOLOGY FIELD 'CONFERENCE ON BASALTIC VOLCANISM
Snake River Pl ain, Idaho
n
Pocatello, Idaho OF POOR QUALITY
October 1977
IINTRODUCTION
Images obtained by the Viking Orbiter have revealed that many of the
so-called martian channels occur in an intimate association with plains
volcanism. These discoveries contrast with the impression provided by the
earlier Mariner g orbital imagery that the channels were older than the
plains units. We have studied a group of such channels in some detail
(Fig. l). The results of this investigation are reported in an article
recently submitted to Xcasus; (Cutts ' and 31; Asius, 1977x) . The conclusions
of that paper are that these channels have been formed by erosion by the
overflow of lava from Lunae Planum into Chryse Planitia across the
intervening mountainous divide, In this short note, I wish to merely
summLrize the key points of the evidence bearing on this interpretation
and to- then report on some recent :heoretical examination of the process of
lava erosion. Field studies associated with this conference will add some
further insights into the mechanism.
EVIDENCE FOR LAVA EROSION BETWEEN LUNAE PLANUM AND WESTERN , CHRYSE PLANITIA
Predicting precisely what a large lava erosional channel would look
like involves some detailedmorphological arguments which are too complex
to repeat here. There are two key pieces of information however, which
support, lava erosion origin for the channels.
1. 1he channels connect two surfaces which are identified as volcanic
i`
plains by conventional photogeologic criteria.
2. The ages of these channels determined by two largely independent
b.
methods small crater density and large crater superposition/
t	 intersection relationships - are indistinguishable from the ages of
'.	 the adjacent'' plains. The first method yields an age differential
4Ct,e_ ..-'L.}yyi ^t 	 .. ti'l	 ..... ...t.a..nMaa.a.,e.hY!maf'^Y^a..'a..:.W, IaYYrtl ..usa^, .ISa1r8v^r. 	 tmk	 r.ti6Yd^ 	 -.•uB^^GSrMttsadYnti^ T.u.+6SpCGtl^^*+^-^^_+ + 	 f-!w..	 .
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of less than 0.22 at the 95% confidence leve:l;= the second
method an age differential of less than 'O.24 at the 95% confidence
level.
Pene. co-iitemporaneity in age supports a volcanic origin for the rilles
through two different lines of argument. Firstly, it is a necessary condition
for both plains and rilles to have been formed by lava. Secondly, it requires
a remarkable coincidence for an erosional episode involving some other high
density flowing medium to have occurred just once in Mars history and almost
4	
contemporaneously with the effusion of plains basalts.
LAVA EROSION MECH?JISKKS,
The importance of lava erosion as a possible agent of valley formation
en lunar and planetary surfaces has been stressed by Carr (1974). Greeley
and Hyde (1972) have described field evidence for lava erosion on the earth.
Carr (1974) has attempted to model the process of lava erosion in a laminar
flow of lavaa,
Stimulated by Carr's investigations we have attempted to understand the
mechanism of lava erosion in more detail. 'We have re-examined his model and
found certain deficiencies. We have performed some preliminary calculations
of our own in an attempt to improve the model. However, we have concluded
that the problem is such that only a full three dimensional treatment can
accurately protray erosional phenomena in a lava channel although
significant insights can be gained into the lava erosion process by two-
dimensional models of a planar flow in which one dimension is along the axis
of flow. Neither CArr's model nor our first-order model incorporate this 	 i
dimension.	 l
Carr's model of the mechanism of lava erosion
The only detailed investigation of a mechanism of lava erosion that
A-4
has been reported is the work of Carr (1974), Mechanical and thermal
F	
effects both occur in lava erosion, but only thermal erosion is amenable
to mathematical modelling. At the base of a lava fl n, ?here the downcutting
process takes place, thermal effects will dominate mechanical effects,
since the floors of lava tubes are smooth and glazed providing little
opportunity for mechanical plucking.
Carr (1974) has considered thermal erosion as a three step process:
first, the wall is heated, then it flows, finally it becomes incorporated
in the lava stream. Carr asserts that the first stage operates independently
of whether the flow is turbulent or laminar,. The second stage, flowage
of the walls, depends on viscosity and tangential stress. The viscosity
depends only on the temperature in the walls; the tangential stress only on
the stream depth for both	 and turbulent flow. If turbulence is a
factor, then it controls i,hcorporation of the flowing wall materials into
the stream.
The lava erosive mechanism has been modelled by Carr in order to
estimate erosion rates. He assumes that a lava channel grows by heating
of its wall materials until they reach a yield temperature (Ty) at which time
they become sufficiently fluid to flow and become part of the lava stream. He
determines the temperature in the 'vicinity of a lava channel by using the
t
two dimensional heat equation which he solves by applying a standard relaxation
technique to a variably sized array of points representing temperatures in
a cross section through the channel and its surroundings. As a starting
point, the dimensions of the channel are defined, all points within the
channel are set at the lava temperature and the rest of the points are set
at 00 C. Two further conditions are that the surface except for the channel
is kept at 0°C and that when any temperature reaches a yield tem perature it
s	 is replaced by the lava temperature. This second condition implies that
a
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wall material reaching the temperature Ty becomes incorporated into the lava
stream.
Calculations made with this model suggest that thermal erosion rates
are very sensitive to the .difference between the lava temperature and the
yield temperature. For temperature differences between 00C and 1000C the
erosion rates nary from zero to approximately one meter per month. However,
increasing the temperature difference by a f%xrther 2000C does no more than
quadruple the erosion rate to approximately one meter per week (Fig-2
These results, although certainly within the reange of erosion rates
that can be observed in nature, may contain serious errors because of
deficiencies in the model. These deficiencies occur in three areas: in
the representation of the temperature-velocity field at the base of the
flow; in the characterization of the temperature and stress dependent
viscous properties; and in the algorithm which models the thermal erosion
process. The deficiencies are a consequence of achieving mathematical and
computational tractability with a 2-D model of channel flow.
The first two problems with the model are coupled. Rather than solve
the modified Navier-Stokes equations for velocity and temperature, this
complex prcblem of interacting velocity and temperature fields was simplified
by separating the transport of mass from the transport of heat. To effect
this simplification it was necessary to assume that the material in the
substrate of the flow abruptly undergoes a transition from a rigid solid to
a mobile fluid at a yield temperature Ty. However, laboratory and field
measurements on molten lava as Carr discusses, reveal a gradual, rather than
an abrupt chance from a rigid solid to a mobile fluid over a temperature
range of up to several hundred degrees. There may be materials or circum-
stances for which this yield temperature is a valid approximation but this
has not been demonstrated so we _believe some skepticism is justified.
A-6
	
An oven more serious Jiff' It
	 i	 icu y ar ses w tlx the ,algorithm that is used
to calculate erosion rates from the propagation time of a temperature wane
into the channel wall. While this algorithm is only applicable to the
yield-temperature formulation of lava properties it appears to give misleading
results even with substances for which this yield temperature model is a
+ valid approximation. As we shall now show'j the rates of erosion predicted
are critically dependent ypon the characte,risi tic dimensions of the array
of points used in the numerical solution for the propagation of
temperature into the channel wall.
Let; the array of points upon which temperatures are represented have
a characteristic separation 5xi at the channel wall when the ith cycle
of iterations, which results in an erosional event, takes place. The time 5ti.
for the temperature at the first array point inside the channel, wall to
reach the yield temperature, thereby bringing about this ith erosional event,
will scale as the square of the array separation.
yti xi Yxi2	 (1)
where Ki is some function of the thermophysical properties of the medium and
the thermal conditions at the onset of this i th cycle.
The total time to for the yield temperature to propagate successively past n
array points is an arithmetic sum of the ti:.
n
	
_ti
	
(2).
i.=1
and it will propagate a total distance x n representing the total amount of
wall material eroded given by
n
xn °	 xi	 (3)
i=1
91
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To find the behavior of to as the array separations become infinitesimally
small, we can assume that all of the ^xi and all of the Ki are of the same
tt
order as one another. Then substituting in equations (2) and (3) we find that
Ir
•	 t	 Ki. • 5 xi	 xn	 (4)n
Thus, the time to erode a given thickness of channel floor depends on the
characteristic array separation which is a mathematical artifact designed
to aid in the solution. Moreover, as the array separation tends to zero,,
which should lead to improved precision in the solution,the time to erode the
same thickness of channel floor tends to zero also. It appears that erosion {
times calculated by -the m<?del ma y therefore be largely an artifact of the 	 x
i
particular grid separations chosen.
We consider that to achieve realistic estimates of the rates of lava
erosion it is necessary to explicitly consider variations in temperature
and velocity in the flow direction as well as perpendicular to it. As a
full 3-dimensional treatment becomes extremely elaborate and costly, an
.	
1
alternative is the study of planar rather than channel flows. This will 	 i
i
illuminate the basic physics at the base of the flow and will also provide
useful, better than order of magnitude, estimates of erosion rates given
that effects of channel walls must be ignored. It is probably that estimates
of parameter interrelationships will be accurate to a factor of 2.
Not only would a 2-D planar flow treatment yield valid erosion rates
•but it also may yield numerical results that can be compared with dimensional
t;	 information on lunar features formed by lava erosion such as topographic
	
j
profiles along lunar rifles and, excavated volumes of lunar rilles. The
important transitional region between lava erosion and accretion could also
xA-8
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be studied. However, some problems such as channel profile and sinuosity
would obviously be beyond the range of applicability of the planar flow 	 i
treatment.
An alternative model of lava erosion (Model 2)
We have made some exploratory calculations of temperature and velocity
	
I
fields within planar flows. In one set of calculations, detailed below,
we studied the flow in the substrate beneath a planar lava flow assuming
the relationship between viscosity and temperature for lunar rocks given
by Cukierman (1973). It represents another approach to the erosional
t
	 problem by Carr (1974) but we emphasize that it suffers the same fundantntal
problem of ignoring the downstream dimension. We adopted an essentially
arbitrary criterion for the depth of erosion, namely that depth at which
the flow velocity exceeds 10 cm/sec. Our initial objective was to determine
the rate of erosion, i.e., the variation of this depth of erosion with time.
It proves fruitful to consider separately the dynamic behavior of the Sava
flow and that of the rock substrate. In the only numerical simulation
completed to data: we have considered a steady state flow of an isothermal
i
lava with infinite heat capacity and conductivity over an inclined rock
	
i
substrate, focusing on the behavior of the rock substrate. Temperature and
viscosity versus time profiles for the rock substrate were developed.
From these profiles, the rate at which melting rock joins the flow, and
hence how the depth of melting increases with time have been determined.
The motion of the substrate beneath a planar lava flow was modelled adopti=.tq
a .simple functional relationship between the'vscosity of the substrate and
its temperature. We assume that the lava channel grows by heating of the
3
substrate such that the substrate mobilizes and begins to flow in the direction
of the lava stream. This flow is assumed to be laminar and the substrate
is assumed not to mix turbulently with the free lava stream. However, in 	 M
4f	 s a«
_..	 _wca,_^M^.m_zar.^3.v.•s^,..,,_ .^s. _.ae-,.ssY^•,nurr.a^r3^urrad
	 iw	 ^.ssvuw..._..^s..r..^..>.^	 _	 4....._
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order to simplify the problem we must also take the lava flow to be an iso-
thermal reservoir of heat at temperature Ti,. Sts we are concerned only with
the behavior at the base of the flow, a one dimensional solution for a
planar rather than a channel flow is adequate to expose the basic physics
of what happens in a channel flow (Fig. 2).
As a starting point we ass'une that the temperature of the substrate
is To and the thermal diffusivity is K. At time t=0 an insulating layer
separating the lava from the substrate is removed bringing the two into
thermal contact. The temperature within the substrate has a straightforward
analytic',,- ion if K is independent of temperature. Thermal diffusivities of
P	 silicate ma-t,xrials in fact, show considerable variation (a factor of 10)
over the temperature ranges in question but we will ignore this complexity
in this treatment. Thus;
s
1	 (5)	 r
Ts	 (Tt, - Tso 1 er£ ( Y[	 2 Kt J
t
The	 viscosities of lunar basalts vary from perfect rigidity on	 ?1
time scales relevant to the duration of a lava flow,nea.r or below 900 0C to
approaching the consistency of motor oil,at 1200 o C. We have performed a
r	 parameterization of data by Cukierman et al., (1973) for the viscosity(3) of a
basalt which is considered here to form the bed or substrate of a channel
ii
flow.
(6)
log.	 a A + B/T +_ C/T2
3	 '^
where A 3.145
B _ -1.-84 x 10 
C	 37 x 10 7
s..,_.eivac.,...N..+635.;sL^k;_,
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The terperature within the substrate will vary sufficiently slowly for inertial
Y
effects to be neglected. Consequently the equation of motion for the
fluid is:
arm	
d (
	
du)	 (7)
dy	 dy	 dy
s
Integrating$	 A	 (g)
	
" '('. (hPL + ypsl g sin 0	 dudy
R	 where y -- depth below lava/substrate interface
t
u(y)= velocity of substrate Parallel to interface
(y)' viscosityJ
h = depth of lava
	
	
1
_l
PL W density of lava
1	
,
Ps = density of substrate
g = acceleration of gravity
p = slope magnitude
A solution consistent with the boundary equation can be obtained by integrating
(8)
	
Y du	 Y	 i	
(9)
U
	
	
r dy dy	 (hPL+^s) q sin Fjdy
J
dO	 .e
s
The rate of flow along the channel is estimated by integrating (9)
o	 y
,^^
R	 J	 du	 dy ' dy	 (lo)dy
Numerical solutions for the flow rate as a function of time have been o A'".^--4 4t 	 1
b7t^:^ a r^S.^lr^^L+ Int'^/;wr v1G.er( ^^	 .
obtained and are shown for a variety of lava temperatures in Fig.y. The
A_11.
figure clearly illustrate3 how the substrate flow builds with time. The
semi-infinite character of the boundary conditions results in no net removal
of substrate material. For an estimate of the deepening of the channel
produced when all the lava flow is drained we have somewhat artificially
taken the 10 cm/sec velocity level as the base of the flow. Figure 5
illustrates how this level changes with time.
our results, identified as Model 2, are compared with the thermal erosion
data obtained by Care in Figure 2 Also shown is the viscosity-temperature
relaionship used in our calculations. Model 2 must overestimate the time
required to remove one meter of Substrate as it incorporates no means of
bringing fresh hot lava into contact with the substrate. However, we
emphasize that we cons,Wer neither erosion rate vs. temperature relationship
in Fig. ^4 is valid because of the inadequaciA- of both models.
DISCUSSION
Although the calculations made above illustrate how the viscous properties
'
	
	
of the substrate rocks can be brought into the assessment of flow processes
occurring during lava erosion, they do not permit a meaningful calculation
of erosion rates and they provide no insights into the changing character
of the flow regime along the channel. In order to do this it is necessary
to set up a 2-dimensional model treating the temperature and velocity fields
in both the lava flow and the substrate and taking convective as well as
conductive heat transfer into account.
The goals of such an investigation would be fourfold:
1. To determine rates of lava erosion with realistic numerical models
of heat and mass transfer processes in the bed of a planar lava flow.
C
`	 2. To estimate the efficiency of lava erosion (the ratio of eroded
material to flow material) as a function of slope, viscosity and substrate
material properties.	 $
LITY
wx
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3. To examine the temporal evolution of the profile of the bed of a
plan lava flow due to lava erosion as a function of the initial profile,.
the Ixoperties of the eroding flow and the properties of the substrate.
To study the transition  between lava erosion and lava accretion
as a function of slope profile, the properties of the lava fliw, and the
propezt3.es of the substrate.
The geometry of the model for simulating lava erosion of an inclined
substrate by a planar flow is depicted in Fig. N. Heat and mass transfer
between and within the flow and the substrate would be modelled using
the general equation of heat transfer (Landau and Lifshitz, 19.59, p. 185)
modified to handle temperature -dependent viscosity (Bayley, at al., 1975).
7hez=dynamic and kinetic variables would be computed on an array of points
within the flow materials and within the substrate.
Initially, the substrate is assumed to have a 'uniform temperature
Tso aid the 'lava flow a uniform temperature TL, ; they are assumed not to
have been previously in thermal contact. Initial velocities are zero in
the substrate, uniform and non-zero in the lava at a rate appropriate to
the constant viscosity and the slope.
It t=0, heat excahngedl is ird.tiated across the half-plane downstream
of a central reference point. This artifice permits investigation of the
	 +e
profile of lava erosion peculiar to the origin of the flow as well as the
	 3
more gradually changing gradients for downstream. Initially only conduction
	
a
is significant but as the thermoclnariuc structure of the flow field evolves,
N
	
	 ^^convective transfer will become more significant in heating they substrate.,
-Txperimentally determined data on. lunar rocks would be used for the
thermphys'ical properties of the lava flows and substrate. Some of these	 ^? j
,	 t
paraaeters such ws viscosity and thermal diffusivity are temperature
deper ent. To more precisely extress the phenomena of flow in geologic
E
R
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matexials, a form of plastic flow model, is needed such as the Bingham fluid,
in which the deviatoric straf.n rate Is proportioned to the deviatoric streoe
difference in excess of a chosen yield stress.
Flow relevant are investigations such as these when real lava erosion
problems involve channel, flow not planar flow and turbulence is likely to
.play an important part in the erosion process? The same response suffices
to answer both questions. The ( action'in thermal lava erosion, as far as
the basic issues of ;incising channels into a cold rocky substrate is concerned
takes place at the base of the flow. For modelling this interaction in a
channel the planar flow model is quite adequate for providing initial insights
even though it requires modification for accurate estimation. At the
base of the flow also turbulent effects are at k minimum. Certainly it is
necessary to understand the role of turbulence in channel, formation as it
certainly has an impact. But we first of all need to understand the processes
that occur in less complex flow regimes.
SUMMARY
Possible lava erosional channels on Mars have been described. Existing
work on the modelling of lava erosion has been reviewed and future
directions for numerical modelling studies of lava erosion have been identified.
Field studies of prehistoric lava erosional features s4ch as those present in
the Snake River plain will. provide important insights into the ,process of
lava erosion on lunar and planetary surfaces.
it
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
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1. Martian channels Vedra Valles/Maumee Valles (top) and Maja Vallis (bottom)
h
Vedra, Maumee and Maja Valles are interpreted to be lava erosional
features. Maja Vallis also exhibits later modification by large scale
flow of some substance whose nature is presently tTknown.
7. one dimensional model for planar flow of a viscous substrate beneath an
isothermal lava reservoir.
3. Estimate of time to erode one meter of substrate with lava as a function
of lava temperature. Model 1 is due to Carr (1974). Model 2 is described
in text. The third curve is the viscosity temperature relationship
for a lunar basalt.
4. Volume rate of flow of substrate per unit width of a planar flow as a
f	 function of time (t1 and lava tempr^rature (TL) The increase with time
a
represents both a deepening of the depth of substrate that flows and
an increase in velocity.
S. Estimated depth of erosion as a function of time.-'f' or Model 2.
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APPENDIX 3.2
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF
ROCK CONDUCTIVITY
The thermal diffusion calculations presented in Appendix
3.1 do not incorporate the temperature dependence of rock
conductivity. Here we describe this dependence.
A-25
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THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ROCKS
1. Ambient temperature values_
Paper,by Harai and Winkler (1974) lists the thermal diffusivity of an
Apollo basalt (porosity 10%) as
7 x 10-3 cm2/sec at 1000K
3 x 10
-3
 cm2/sac at 4000K
For purpose of checking units we will assume an average of these values
K 5x10 -3  cm2/sac
'Thermal diffusivity may be converted to thermal conductivity using density and
specific heat so that thermal cond of lunar basalt M46) is given by:
D ,
kre KC C 	(^^ 3 g cm-3
C ca 0.2 cal /g/0K
3 x l0 3 cal cm 1 sec 1 or-1 	 (l)
This can be compared with. the value for granite on PE-16 of Handbook of Physics
and Chemistry which
kgr 1 to 3	 k cal m-1 hr 1" deg-1 	(2)
Conversion factor to units of (1) is 2.77 x 1013
Therefore thermal conductivity of granite is
K = 3 to 9 x 10-3 cal cm-1 sec-1 OK-1
gr
2. Dependence of conductivity on temperature
The conductivity of silicates shows a significant temperature dependence
including cube Yaw and inverse terms. The calculations on the next page use
the relationship due to
k = A + B/ + CT 
't
where A 0:5235 x 10- 3 cm /sac
B = 0.1561	 cm  oK/sec
C = 0.1367 x 10 -12 cm2 /sec-°K3
r	 ,1
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Over the temperature'range 1000K tO 2000°K however, the actual Variation in
conductivity with tempprature is not large as the 8 and C terms are not large.
REFERENCES
Horai and Winkler, Elastic Wave Velocities and Thermal Diffusivities of
Apollo 17 Rocks, Lunar Science Conference V, p. 2895, 1974.
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$is. 2, Thermal diffusivity of sample 77017, 1.4 as a function of ambient gas (air) pressure, "&
The data are taken at temperatures around 400°K+
t
a°y !ems^ y+	
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..• ^,pressure is shown in Fig. 2, As experimentally s hown by Fujii and Osako (1973) i y.	 +}
for lunar rocks and also shown by Wechsler and Glaser (1965) for particulate
terrestrial rocks, the thermal diffusivity of sample 77017,24 decreases with
:	 ar y ai	 y	 .
pressure ranging 1 atm to 10' 2 tore and stays constant at pressures below 10"' torr.
Similar behavior of the thermal diffusivity has been also found for sample
70215,30 by us aid for Apollo 12 rock 12002,85 by Horai and Winkler (1974),
These observattoo indicate that a vacuum of 10' to 10" torr is low enough to
simulate the lunar environment, as far as the thermal diffusivity is concerned. to +
Fig. 3 is shown the temperature dependence of the thermal diffusivities of samples
tl,
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77017,24 and 70215,30 in vacuums lower than 10'torr.The thermal diffusivities of '•	 '
both the samples decrease with temperature up to 400°K and stay constant or
increase slightly at temperatures from 400°K to 600°K. The temperature depen-
dence of the thermal diffusivities can be well expressed by an equation of the
following type, }^	 • ;
.k=A+T+CT'
	 (1) ''`
The constants A, B, and C are obtained by least-square fit: '° 9	 r
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APPENDIX 3.4
Comparison of conditions for latrinar and turbulent flow in several
fluids of geological interests
Basic Physical Parameters
Viscositv coefficient
air
	
= 0.14 cgs units
= 140 g/ (cm l(sec)
poise = cgs unit of absolute viscosity = g /sec x
Poise	 = cgs unit of abs. visc. = gm,'sec x cm
SF :%:_P-	 = cgs unit of kin. visc. = 9 /sec x cm x dens (°F)
;Viscosity of water at 20°C = 0.01 !Oise
v r--^-r	Flow of liquid through a tube
8t,)
If the tangential force exerted by a layer of fluid upon one adjacent layer
is one dyne for a space rate of variation of tangential velocity then viscosity
is one poise
-1
2e . ( sem	 cm )	 dyne-seconds	 gm cm	 sec	 qm
cm	 2	 2	 2
cm	 sec	 cm	 cm sec
1
Air = 182 x 10 -6 poise at 18°C
Mater = 1.002 x 10 2 poise at 200C
Lava = 6.5 to 7.5 x 10 3 poise at 1130 to 1135(IC
K
1 P F.56 Handbood of Cliemist_y -end Physics
2 P F.49 Handbook of Chemistry and Physics
3 Moore, H.J. and Schaber, G.C. (1970 , An Estimate of the Yield Strength of
the Imbrium Flows. Proc. Lun. Sci. Conf. 6th, p. 101-118. (P. 105 quoting
work by Shreve et al., 1968)
APPENDIX 3. 4
Cowarison of conditions for laminar and turbulent flow in several
fluids of geological interests
Basic Physical. Parameters
Viscosity coefficient
air
	
. 0 . 14 cgs units
a 144 g/ (cm (sec)
poise cgs unit of absolute viscosity g /sec x
Poise	 - cgs unit of abs. vise. • gm/sec x cm
Shok_^.	
_ cgs unit of kin. vise. - g /sac x cm x dens (°'F)
Viscosity of water at 20°C - 0.01 poise
v=^r4
8 t ^	 Flow of liquid through ..a tuba
1	 If the tangential force exerted by a layer of fluid upon one adjacent layer
!
	
	 is one dyne for a spaco rate of variation of tangential velocity then viscosity
is one poise
-1dyne
	
(sec	 e1 ?	 dyne-seconds	 gm cm	 sec _ _^C^___,_
cm	 2	 2	 2
cm	 sec
	 cm	 cm see
Air = 182 x 10
-6 poise at 18°C 
l
Water - 1.002 x 10 -2 poise at 20 O^c
Lava _ 6.5 to 7.5 x 10 3
 poise at 1130 to 1135aC
1 P F.56 Handbood of Chemistry ^end Physics
	 -^
2 P F.49 Handbook of Chemistry and Physics
.<
3 Moore, H . J. and Schaber, G.C. (197 5), An Estimate of the Yield Strength of
the Imbrium Flows .. Proc. Lun. Sci. Conf. '6th, p. 101-118. (P. 105 quoting
'	 work by Shreve et a1., 1968)
5
i
VL
pR (Reynolds number)
Flow is laminar generally for R < 1000
F
Flow, in turbulent generally for R,	 1000
L V
Substance	 cm3
	
zoize	
-1 cm cm/sec R
^A
1
Air (earth) 1.205 x 10 3 	1.62 x 10-6 	 . 59 102 10 6590	 4
10 1,0 659 k
j it
waiter	 1.0	 1.002x1-^2	 100 10
100
1
110
1000;%	 E
10^//
f
Lava	 3.0	 1 x 103 	3 x 10-3 103 3 x 102 900
Air (Mars)	 l x 10-5	160 x 10-
6
 6.2 x 10-2	 103	 ' 3 x 10 2	1.8 x 104
C
1 Handbook of Chem. Phys. P F-11
	 tc
tt
2 Carr, M.H., The Role of Lava Erosion in the Formation of Lunar
	
E
Rilles and Martian Channels, Icarus, 22, 1-23, 1973.
i4
i[
3	
a
Viscosity is indep of pressure but does depend on tempt (aT ). Assume
2300K in atmosphere on Mars. Yovorsky and Detlaf (see Handbook of
Physics, Mir Publishers, Moscow).
a
i
aA	 {
r
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i
'f	 The conclusion from this comparison is that water and air flow will be
`
	
	
turbulent in all conditions of the scale of those likely to be f^- Ad in nature
whereas there is a regime of relatively small scale or lowvelocity flog
or both where lava will flow in a laminar fashion. Because of the lower
density of the atmosphere on Mars, it is much closar to being in a laminar
regime than on the earth • the atmsopheric viscosity is about the same.
However, it still isn't in the same ball park. Interestingly, the kinematic
viscosity is approaching that of lava.
i
i
N
v
h
i
a
fAPPENDIX 3.5
f
COMPUTER ;PROGRAM FOR COMPUTING
EQUILIBRIUM SLOPE PROFILE FOR SIMPLE
PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODELS OF
LAVA EROSION
i^
This is a program for a Hewlett Packard 97 programmable
i
i	 calculator that determines the slope profile for a slope that
has reached an equilibrium shape under the action of thereto-
.
mechanical erosion.
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EVALUATION OF K s	 l F2 H 
0
FOR F(H) • (Po 6N/Ho)I/M-1*
if
tk'• , a
,!r
r a .+ ^^:
A !	 ^ ^	 k
r,
1(4
REG
1 Ho
2 Po
3 m
4 F(H)
(i
* This program segment can be used in conjunction with the HP-97 Numerical
Integration (Simpson ' s Rule) program to evaluate the given integral in
terms in Po, Ha, m and H a future program should be structured to
first calculate Po and Ho from equation (18) and (19) and store them as
constants for use in the integration procedure rather than repetitively
recalculating them.
6;wawa PALO
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APPENDICES T4 TASK 4
4,1 Abstract of Hodgson (1969) work on lava flow similitude
using carbowaxes with, data on physical properties of
carbowax and lava Mows and model parameters for lava
4.-2 Computer simulation teat programs
-.
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APPENDIX 4.1.
ABSTRACT OF HODC^130N (1969) WORK ON LAVA FLOW SIMILITUDE USING
CARBOWAXES WITH ATA ON PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CARBOWAX AND
LAVA FLOWS AND MODEL PARAMETER VALUES FOR WAX AND LA VA
ABSTRACT
The mechanism of emplacement of viscous flows was investi-
gated experimentally with Carbowax materials. The design
requirements for modeling the emplacement of natural lava flows
of high and low 5102 content were considered. These requirements
were found to be very complex and the laboratory wax models
contained distortions. However,-Carbowax flows are affected by
similar heat and mass transfer processes an natural flows and
behave in similar ways. Hence, they provide a qualitative and
possibly semi-quantitative insight into the development of
natural lava flows.
The models of emplacement and many structural features
observed in the experimental flaws are similar for those in
nature. The infl:ueence of volume, slope, initial, velocity, and,
extrusion rate on the Carbowax flows was investigated. The
following scaling relationship was developed for maximum flow
length relative to any reference flow as a function of the physical
parameters investigated. r
_ 
	
d
Lc	 o
	 ( S ) l (,)c
o 
	
;^lo
	
a=0.382}.136
	
.`	
ca-1.81 x.72
	
b= 0.419 + .085
	 d s 0.469 + .0140
-0.174
	 .089
The positive value of d would apply to extrusion rates in nature
of less than 430 million m3/'day. The negative value applies to
higher extrusion rates,
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APPENDIX	 (contd.)
Mom widdicambe and McGetchino 1976)
•
Model Parameter Values for lava
i and Carborax Flows
Pi Basic Acidic	 Carhowax Carbowax
Terms la ys Flows lava flows	 4000 Flows 20M^ Flows_
Width b
Ratio 1 .20 .20	 20 .20
Cepth d
Ratio. .02 .10	 •.06 .20
Roughness r variable variable	 smooth smooth.^
Froude
weber
v2
go 10'3
1a-6	 10
i
10-5	
1
r'	 Reynolds cvd
10-1 10-6.	 10-4 10-6
Weber
+	 .1umber
pa2d
d 102 1	
_4
10	 10 -610
r
E	 Itusselt he 1007)hc 1 (107)h	 6 j103 ^h
 #
6 103)h
Number c	 c c	 1
t	 Prandtl k^ 107 1011	 105 106M
EckertI	 Nun Ear
v2
Z` -'i ^ 10-$
-	 -10- 	 10.9 10-11
t
1s
A
MORAL PAGE i
OF POO (x
f
I
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APPNDIX 4.2
`	 FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING EXERCISES
During the time period from Aug. to Nov. 1979, several pro-
grams were written and experimented with to develop an under-
standing of two dimensional finite element models. They fall.into
two categories:	 one related to the vorticity transport
equatior D-4 = v y 2 7, and those which solve the Poisson
DE
equation 12, _ Z% 	 overbars represent dimensional quantities.
A complete;'solution to the flow problem involves successively
solving each of the two equations for each time step
A basic finite difference form of the vorticity transport
equation is (see Roche, Equation 3.165):
i+1 - 4i-1
	
.0 ( i+l -	 -1) + ( i+l + z i-1 - 2C i)	 4.2.1
A	 '^nx	
a
(ox)
ADVECTION TERM	 DIFFUSION TERM
where	 u - velocity
cc = diffusion constant
superscripts refer to the time step
subscripts refer to the cell number
this is a centered time, centered space (Ctcs) equation, since
the average in the 'time' term (LHS) is centered at the present
step, and the average in the two 'space' terms (RHS) is centered
at the cell whose new value is being computed.
This method is unconditionally unstable (Roche, p. 36).
	
{{
1
However, ,if only the advection term is considered, the method
yields stable solutions. To get back the diffusion term,
the method of Du rott and Fankl was used. In this method,
the diffusion term is replaced with the expression
_	 wm`vr..evu:,mlwtnWM'.—`..u._.. T a •,.	 -R'.. • .""Fcuct• r-r	 •	 ^'v!eatR'-•3Y=',eFW'3+Se,^^kF;ST:s=
	 W.••.	 ,..
n	 n	 n+l
	 n-1
_ ^
t i 	 +
	
4.2.2
.;	 a
(ox)
The only difference is in the last term in the numerator, which
becomes the sum of past and future values at the cell in question.
This is the Du-Fort Frankl leapfrog method, and the prQ-
grams employing it are DFFLF (the one dimensional case) and
!DFFLF (the two dimensional case). The programs as written
contain the boundary and initial conditions, and also contain
R
	
	
the condition u w 0. Thus they, at present, deal only with
diffusion. In fact the 2D program does not contain the
advection term at all. The programs were tested (and compared
with analytic solutions graphed`^jy the programs ANATST and
"BNATST) with two sets of initial conditions:
	 100, and
.100 sin	 Trxz	 ems.
The Du-Foal Franlcl leapfrog method is not transportive
and introduces phase errors when u = 0, so in the next
f
exercise, the Du-Fort Frankl programs were modified to in-
corporate second upwind differencing in the advection terms.
This is essentially a forward space method, where the direction
is decided by the sign of u. The equation (for advection only)
IS:
	 n+1n
Gi	 - 
Vii _	
v^ + - v C
	
	 - _
	 4.2..3
At	 dx
where v+
 is the average of the velocity at cell i and cell i + 1
;i
a
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1-	 v is the average of the velocity at i and cell i + 1
4^ is the average of r and 4i+l
4- is the average of 4i and C 
Note that this method is a forward time method. This
males it incompatible with the Du-Fort Vrankel. Nonetheless,
hybrid programs were written by replacing the advection-term
of equation 4.2.1 with the RHS of equation 4.2.3. These programs
are called SUDLF and 2SUDLF. One of the problemi li with these
programs is that the advection term updates itself, only every
other iteration', due to the leapfrogging inherent in Du-Fort
Franked, and effectively proceeds at half speed, while the
diffusion term proceeds at full speed.
The other programs solve the Poisson equation
and use the method of successive over-relaxation. This is
an iterative method which converges asymmetrically on the
solution. The finite difference equation is:
T )l - Yk + --W ,^=	 4.2.42( _S
 
k+1	 2 k	 k+l	 2	 2 k[Tk.J'j
i 	 + yi-1,'+S(`^i '+l + y i -1) -&x4i,.- 2(l+s)'Yij,
 
7	 r]	 t7	 7
where	 x = cell size aspect ratio
Ay
w - relaxation parameter 1 < w < 2
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w controls the speed of convergence, and th e optimum w to use
depends on the geometry and boundary conditions of the problem,
and can be found analytically only in a limited number of cases.
For the rest of the cases, the e-pt ► ua w must be found by trial
and error.
Two programs were rewritten that; solve Poisson's equation
with Dirichlet conditions. They are SOR and SORNO3. The dif-
ference between them is the boundary conditions. SOR has a
source in the center, and has the outside held at zero potential,
while SORNQ3 has no sources, and has two Facing boundaries
s
	
	 at a potential of 100, and the other two boundaries held at
zero. The output of these two programs was compared to the
analytic solution as plotted by SORTST and SOR2T respectively.
A third version of the program, NEUSOR, solves Poissons
equation with mixed boundary conditions and no sources. The
{ boundary conditions are Neuman on two facing edges, and Dirichlet
on the other two facing edges.
A program for finding the optimum w for the NEVSOR program
was also written. It employs a decimal search, and counts the
number of iterations required for convergence of a particular
r
problem at each w. A binary search was not employed because
if it were, the program would spend a large part of it's time
in overrun conditions.
Experience gained in exercising these programs was used
in re-formulating the lava erosion problem, and writing the
h	
programs needed to solve it.
k
'i
_—.^ _._..:__ _._._.,.,;::_. _
	 ....__	 _	 :P.bta• #clan x..
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LIST OF PROGRAMS
DFFLF solves 1-D vorticity transport equation using Du-Fort
Frankel leapfrog method.
SUDLF solves 1-D vortictty transport equation using Second
Upwind Differencing on the advection term, and the
Du-Fort.
ANATST graphs. analytic solution of heat flow equation with
IC's T - sin	 nxeenggt i
BNATSZ` graphs analytic solution of heat flow equation with
IC's T	 100, except T - 0 at boundarys.
2DFFLF solves 2-D vorticity equation using Du-Fort Frankel
leapfrog method, but with no advection term in
equation.
2SUDLF solves 2-D vorticity transport equation using second
upwind differencing on the advection term, and the
Du-Fort Frankel method on the diffusion term.
SOR solves Poisson's equation with boundaries held at
zero potential and a source in the center, using the
Successive Over-relaxation.
SORNO3
SORTST graphs analytic solution of the problem solved by SOR.
SOR2T graphs analytic solution of the problem solved by
- SORNO3.
NEUSOR solves Posson's equation using ,successive Over-
relaxation for mixed Dirchlet and Neumann B.C.'s,
and no sources,
1(S N 40 02
8N 0003
IS N 0004
LION 0005
1aN 0006
ISN 0007
ISN 0008
ON 0009
t3N 0010ON 0011
'IO N 0012
:IS N 0013
t16N 0010
ASN 0015
tISN 001613N 0017
I;,3 N 0018 
SN 0019
IIN 0020
I	 N 0021
O N 0022
118N 0023
fl SA 0024
Iaw 0025
JSN 0026
I3N 0027
`ISN 0028
`ISN 0024
IIN 0030
xI SN 0031'
. IIN (1032
JON 0033
,13N 0034
43 N 003515 N 0036
45N 0037
ISN 0038
ISNP 0039
' ISN 0040
PIS N 004:
14SN 0041
1I3N 0043
'ISN 0044
,-1 ISN 00451.
ISN 0046
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APPENDIX 4.3, FORTRAN Program for two dimensional model of
thermal erosion for a plane laminar constant viscosity flo;,^ with
a yield temperature..
FUNCTIONS INLINE AREI
	 ALL
x=
INTEGER PPoOD#PRINT#PT q 	 F'LOOR90oAAWLIP•	 HC,
REAL MiX#MELTEMvLFNGTNjKAPRA
ALL OTHER VARIAGLES FOLLOW IJKLMN CONVENTION
DIMENSION T(fi^l1^2 ) rPTt12A11)^O^T^i1^t =) ^FtlZ^illrYltIIADY^ii
1t1► (17)
toss
AAAsb
TMR n 1200•
MIXsO•1E004
ANGs30.
TNs(AMG /180.)'^3^i41Sg2b54
P0s30
TMAXE960
ROCS092'3
VMAXP1000,
DTsu00.
JMst7
JMMisJMwt
J11M28JMw2
JtAM32JMw3
AL+! 1.356E+^ 1 Z
PRINTspt
I TERaw l
`[IME8-10t'DT
MELTE"81300,
4mSTEMa20,
FLOOR= 11jFLP13FL,O0Ri1
62990,
Ws150.
LENGTH s O.tE 08
081
N82
DxsLENGTH/10,
KAPPAs0.04
W4 ITE(AAA92S0)
	 XAPPAVPOCgG,•NGoH,VMAX#MSX
FORMAT W40X06HKAPPAs
	 9F13.S/40X9bHR0Cs
	
vF1395/
1	 4OXtbHGm	 tFl3#S/40Xt6MANGs
	
rF 3,5/40Xr
2	 bHH	 gPl3.5 / 40X9bHVMAX8	 vF13.S140X ►
3	 6HHIke	 9F13,5//7
D4 1 Isft12
DO 2 J219FLOnR
T(IrJfO):AMSTEM
CONTINVE
DO S	 J=IFLPIIJM
T(1#Jro )=M ELTEMCONT I N UE
	 ORIGINAL PAGE IFCONTINUE
REA0 ( 2v t01) 	 (D Y (J)rJs2gJm.4 1) OF POOR QUAL11-1
FORMAT (1SFO.1)
C
250
2
1
lot
ION 104 7 DO 1050	 J a RoP M 1	 A ^y
`	 15N nnu8 1050 DY(J)=1So**OY(J)
15 00149 YNIA-1) g u y JMWI)/2•
ISN 0050 Dt,51	 JJs20JMM2
is" n051 JsJ14,Ja
15" no52 Si YCJ ) ^YtJ+i ) + Dy(J+3)/2.*O^LC,J)It,
ISN DOS3 On sb	 Js2rJMMf
ISN nOS9 if	 ( y (J)WH)	 57058958
ISN OOSg 58 YN )s0
IAN 0056 COTO S6
IAN OOS7 57 Y(J)sYMAX*(19s(Y(J)lHl**2)
IAN oose 56 CONTINUE
ION 005q 430 ITERNITER+I
IAN 0060 T)MEsTIME+DT
ISN 4061 00 S Jm29FLOOR
ISN 0062 T(IoJ9O)PT(2#J#0)
IAN 0063 T(12tJ90)sT(11tJv0)
IAN 0060 S CONTINUE
I3N 0065 00 6	 JsIFLP1#JMM1
ISN 0066 Tl1+Jt0)?'MELTEN 4
ISN 0067 T(i29J90)sT(I19JpO)
ISN 0066 6 CONTINUE
ISN 0069 00	 11	 121112
:I3N 0070 00	 i2 J*1rJM
:ISN 0071 ftl^J)^O
:ISN 0072 12 CONTINUE
ISN 0073 X1 CONTINUE
!6N 0074 00	 7	 Is291`1
:ISN 0075 TIIrf^O ) sT^Ir2^0)
'154 0076 T(I•JM^Q)sT(i+J ►^•	 ^0)
ISN 0077 333 00	 6-	 Js2@JMM1
ISN 0070 0Y U20y(J*1)
180 0079 OYC%D Y( J)
134 nA90 DY0s0Y(J-i 1)
C6N 0081 VELZVCJ) x
ISN 0082 GOTO 650
r 154 0033 2004 IF	 (T(l @ J#0)	 ALT•
	
THR)	 VEL60
ION 0085 IF	 ((T(i+J9O)	 9OToTHR)	 @ANDo(J	 a_LE&	 FLOMR))	 0070	 620
ISN 0097 620 FTTsMIX *( T(19J + 190),T(i#J#O))
1`5N 0088 F(19J)sFTT + F(19J)
ION 0489 F(19J+1)s*FT'T+F(T#J+1)
ION 0090 b50 ONE = YEL*(T ( I+1•Jo0)-Tt1#JtD)) / DX
ISN 0041 GO TO 660 !
;ISN 0042 2005 IF	 ((T(19J#O)	 •GE•	 THR)	 v0R9	 (TC101vJ00)	 .LT.THR))	 COTO	 660
ISN 0094 F CIwIfJ+1) =0NE+F(Ir1rJ+1) '?
I5N OOQS ONE20 ±
I SM 00 4 6 660 TWOsKAPPA *( T(I ol#JVO) + T(I+ItJ9O) ' 2.*T(I+JOO)) / DX**2
^T6N 0OQ7 TMNEEUs(T(ItJ+ 190) *T(IoJgO))/( ( DYU+DYC) / 2.)**2
ISN 0098 THKEEDN(T(ItJwttO)-vT(Ition))/((DVO+DYC)/2.)**2
TsN 0099 THREFxKAPPA *(THREEU + THREEO)
;ISN 0100 TCloJoN) : Ttl.JgO)+CANE+TWO+ThREE + F(I#J))*DT
aSN 0101 IFCCJ	 ,HE.	 J;M. 1)	 @ ANO,	 (J	 * N E	 -2))GOTO	 720
ISN 0103 RADsTClgJoN) * ALVCCTIIPJrN) + 273.)*+4*( A,,ASTEMA273 ,)**4)/(OYC*RO(
ION 0104 IF	 W * EQ , JM+I).OR,tJ . EQ92))	 TCIOJON)sRAO
13N 0106 720 JJJz13*J
15N 0107 8 CONTINUE
It ON 0108 7 CONTINUE
Ism 0109 FLM3*FLOOR+3
1
/EL 22 ( SEPT 76) MAIN	 .03/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED PLUS
_	 ^-	 r, .v	 ...,^ :.....
	
, .	 t.► r^+	 Grp: ro.:4
ISM 01 to
TSN 0111
114 O) t2
ISN 01.13
ISN Oita.
ISN 011S
IS N
 011b
is m
 0117
ION Oita
Ism 0120
`184 0121
184 0122
&IN Ot23
tiN `4 124
M 0121
is" 0126
Ism 0126
Jim 0124
L84 0130
Iiw 0131
164 0132
ISN 0133
'IiN 0130
?ISN 0135
ION 0136
;ISN 0137
0136
ISM 0134
'ISN 0190
iSN 0 14 1
I8N o l uZ
`ISN 0143
ISN 0144
tS N 014S
15 04 0146
;ISN 0147
;ISM 0149
:1SN 0150
`
ISN 0151
TRGRsT ( 11eFLml#N)	 A-50
DO 9
	 781012
(if)	 to
	 J:h Jm
JJJzJNft-J
OPT(JJJeI )s 	 T(I-gJe4)In
CONT INUE
9 CON TI`)UE
I F	(M00(ITER#PP))97Q0 20010970
2001 CONT I NUE
TI MMwTIME/3600,
WRITE	 ( AAAe22 ) ITERvTIMM
21 FOR ►IAT(1Xe11HITERATTON0	 e18112XIM 1064 HOUR!/)
WRITE
	
(AAAe92 0 )	 ((OPTtI^J)^Js1^12I^js1^JM1
420 FORMAT(12(tX07.2))
WRITE tAAWSS) l
935 FORMAT(//)
470 IF(TRGR.LE, T H 9 )	 GO TO	 177
WRiTE(AAAe202S)
2025 FORMAT(lX93HEN0)
00 TO bbb
2006 00	 200	 Is1e12
00	 176	 JasitJMM3
JsJM'.JJ
TtI^J^N )•( tOYtJ)•4 . 2)*T(I^J^N) + 0,2*T(ItJ^irN))/0YtJ1
176,
TtIt2eN)st tDY( 2)^0.2)'^TtLt2^1^)!0•ZwAM9TE^!}/DY!.2)
a oo CON TI N UE
ITTPlxITER +l
T'PDT x(TIHE+ 07) /60,
WRITE ( AAAe176)	 ITTPI#TPDT
178 FOR MA T (// 2Xe27HREZONE0	 AT	 ITERATION NUM8ERe2X9I8912XeF13
. 3r2X-
t	 3HMIN)
177 CONTINUE
93 CONTINUE
FLYP:p
ON N r
NXFLIP
IF	 (TIMM ,GT.	 T M AX)	 GOTO 666
GITO 43e
666 STOP
END
l
w	
;
v f L P. 	 (SEPT 7h')
	
MAIw	 05/36r, FORTRAN H EXT6NDEn PLUS
..	 ._.....
	 i ads.
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APPENDIX 4 4
Abstract of Proposal
Submitted in July 1979
for Further Investigations of
a
Lava Erosion
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PROPOSAI. SUMMARY
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:	 James A. Cutts
(Name, address, tel.no .)	 Planetary Science InSE/SciencO APPlicatioi
283 S. Lake Ave. Su_ to 218	 Inc.
asa.ena$ CA 911"1
CO-INVE-STIGATORS:	 Karl R. Blasius
(Name only)	 Clark R. Chapman
Wm. James Roberts
Title: Geophysical Const raints on Lunar & Planetary Volcanism
1
ABSTRACT (Single- spaced, type within box below. Include:
a. Brief statement of the overall objectives and justification
of the work; b. Brief statement of the accomplishments of the
prior year, or "new proposal"; c. Brief listing of what will be
dove this year as well as how and why, and d. One or two of your
recent publications relevant to the proposed work.);
a) ' we propose a one-year follow on to our investigations of
the role of volcanism in forming features: of planetary sur -
faces. Its goals are to refine and extend the qualitative
and quantitative understanding of the formation of volcanic
features. Task 1 is a continuation of the study of the
physical mechanisms of 'thermal lava erosion with. application
to the origins of some lunar sinuous rilles and martian
channels. Task 2 is , a continuation of an investigation of
the origin of small lunaz craters and its implications for
mare basalt petrogenesis.
b) Through March 1979 we performed a classification of
small crater features, catalogued central volcanic constructs,
and gathered basic physical data on martian central volcanic
constructs.
c) In Task 1, physical modeling studies will be used to test
the validity of thermal erosion codes. A solid-liquid -wax
system will be used. Initial phenomenological investigations
of flow responses to obstacles, channel sinuosity, and
variations in substrate characteristics-will also be conduct-.
ed. in Task 2 data gathered in previous years will be pre -
pared for publication and a simple numerical model of small
crater productionand destruction will be used in data
interpretation.
d) Clark R. Chapman, Jayne C. Aubele, Wm. James Roberts
and James A. Cutts. Sub-kilometer lunar craters; origins,
ages, processes of degradation and implications for mare
basalt petrogenesis. Lunar and Planetary Sciences Conference
X Extended abstracts, 1979.`
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